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DsraoDocnoH
storage of grains and other farm products on the farm
is an important factor of farm practice particularly on an
average Iowa farm. The best place to store corn is on the
farm, because 85 percent of the crop la fed to farm anii&als
and cmly about one-fifth of the oom is shipped out of the
Xo«a county where it ia garown# Bven when produced as a
cash crop, corn is seldom hauled directly from the field
to the eleyator, hence, soise proTision must be Biade for
storing it until it is used or sold. • Storage for condi'^
tloning the oom la also adyisable*
• substantial» permanent erib is the sost economical
and satisfactory structxire for storing com. Wire or alat
cribs and cheap shed cribs are lower in first cost and are
useful in emergencies, as is the case of a large crop «n4
a large oarry-OTer, but inoi^ttased loss from weather and
Yermin may more than offset this initial saving, A well
designed and well constructed modem crib should provide
economical stoirage, ventilation ample to keep the grain
in condition and ijT.prove its quality and protection agairist
losses throi^h weather and vermin. It ahoxad be durable,
of low naintenanoe eo«t, 8€ife against daaeige by wind, atom
or fire and atti^otive in appearance. It should also be
arranged for the use of good labor-saving equipment for
-filling and eE5>tying the storage spaces.
Probably the greatest com crib building boom in the
history of the state is in progress in Iowa. The large
corn erop in the northern and northwestern parts of the
state and the Federal com loans have been the principal
factors in setting: the boom Into motion* With the coming
of the ncnnal granary program the largest volume of com
stored on farias in history is ezpected. The real determining
factor, however, has been that farmers who cooperated with
the Federal program have been able to reseal old com and
also are prcsBlsed a loan on new com at a price that will
make worth v^le the building of additional storage space*
\
Indications point to the sealing of 100 million bushels of
corn during the present year.
Many of the new cribs constructed have been of a per
manent nature although the tes^jorary cribs have been a^c^t
numerous. Many farmers have built cribs with solid floors
and roofs and miled snow fence on the sides* Teoq»orsry
cribs are erected to store com for livestccfc feeding.
The demand for lumber and building materials has been
very brisk with some counties reporting nearly every farm
repairing, rebuilding or constructing com cribs.
It la the purpose of this work to investigate the struc
tural ane^yais and design of com cribs. Starting with the
4iCTViction that little attenti<m has been given the com
-9-
Pig. 1. A Large G-othic Roof Double Crib and Granary.
Fig. 2. A Typical Moderate Size Gambrel Roof Corn Crib,
H • ^
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crib by Agrieulttaral ffiagineer aad that the stiruottire
needs a rather close analysis, it is hoped that some specific
design fsatiires may be established. To bs considered are the
duties, requiremeaits and the specifications of the com crib
with their application to faxm storage.
failures in corn cribs hare resulted from iEQ)roper con-'
struction and mny tiJims are due to the TmiisuaX and peonliai?
pressures of the com and the grain itself* A thorough
analysis resulting in determination of loads and f03?ce» on
the various members might help to correct failures by a
laors intelligent design of ooss oribs*
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Pig. 3. A Large Size Gable Roof Corn Crib
Pig# 4. A Typical Small Size Corn Crib.
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REVIEW or LITSEATUHE OF r-REVIOOS linrBSTiaATlO^
SlBoe the inauguration of thle project by the Weye^^-
haeuaer Sales Coo^any in 1937> thesis has been prepared*
The project Itself Is directed toward the utilization of
luzober in farm building construction. ^Hiis general field
has been liialted primarily to the study of com cribs and
granaries, 7oe B« Richardson (20) perforated work on the
Structural Requirements of O^^ln Storage Structures in his
thesis* Richardson outlined a study of the retaining wall
and the design of Joists and beams, Sereral tables on
floor ax]d wall design are included In this study*
Very little work of a research character has been done
with the com crib. Practically the only work of this rnture
perfonaed in relation to the storage of ear com is the wo3^
of H* McOalmont emd Wallace Ashby (16) of the DlTlslon of
Stmctures, Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, United States
Department of Agriculture. An article entitled Pressures and
Lottds of Sar Com in Cribs, and appearing in the Journal of
the Amariean Society of Agricultural mgineers, suiasairizes
this work.
McCalmcnt and Ashb/ made a study of the pressures
exerted by ear com on com crib floors i walls and cross-
bracing, Pressures were calciilated un crib walls and floors
frtffli the measured strains at selected points* A ^rhittexoore
-13-
strain gage was used for this purpose and strain readings
were taken at two-foot intervals*
The crib was first set up at its eight-foot width and
a o<»s^lete set of readings was talcen* l^he dlffereae^ between
these zero reading and a standard bar of mild steel ^ve
differentials between the standard ten-ineh cage length and
the actual distance between ths gage holes in the niembers.
Any fiirther change between the standard ten-inch gage lengths
of the members was due to loading.
erib was filled four tiaes in the fall of 1931 to
run Tarioiis tests.
Floor loads were calculated from the strain-gage read-
lags taken at two foot intervals along the floor beams• Using
th.is data the mcuaoat of any point on the beam was oalculated
frcm the foxmila
H -
10c
where d • the recorded deformation of a ten-inch
length of member
S " the modulus of elasticity (30«500«000 pounds
per SQuare inch by test)
I - the laomesit inertia of the seetl^m
e * the distance from neutral axis to the outer
fiber of the bean
The percentages of total weight of corn carried by the
floor in cribs of different aeighta varied. With 8 feet of
corn in the eight-foot crib without cross braces, about
-u-
72 percent cf the load rested on the floor and about 28 per**
eent was supported by friction on the mlla; at a 16 foot
height, about 64 percent of the weight supported by the
floor and 36 percent was carried by friction cn the walls;
and T«^on the crib was filled to a height of 24 feet, only
about 52 percent of the total weigjit rested on th floor and
46 percent irais carried by friction on the walla* From tiiese
experiiaenta it was concluded that in high cribs a large part
of the weight is carried by the walls* In wide cribs a
what greater percentage of the weight is carried by the floor*
In obse37Ving preasiire on walls a special pressure
panel was employed in later experiiaanta when it was found
that the original setup was not satisfactory.
Loads on the cross braces showed that, with 24 fe«t
of com in the crib and after the com had settled one
weelCy one-third of the weight was carried by the braces*
Loads on the braces increased for three weeks after fill
ing, becaiuse, possibly of shrinkage of cora below the
braces. In the meantime loads on the walls decreased*
In the eight-foot crib with cross braces, when fuU^
about 45 peroent of the weight of com was ceirried by the
floor, 20 percent by friction on the walls and about 35
percent by the cross bracing.
There is need for more experimental data on which to
base satisfactory crib design*
'iV
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£«toiiUBi*8 {14.} book on Wa3Lls» Bins aM Grain SXerators
gives some treatment of the sulsjeot of grain pressures and
bin design. Most of the work in this book is devoted, to the
solution of probl®ns Involving large ooHBaercial size struo-
twes*
The results of Janasen's^ Airy*s, Jaioieson's, Bovey*8
and Pleissn<?r*s experiments are discussed by Eetchum. ^ese
experiments deal vrith phases of determining the pressiare of
grains against bins made of various mterials. iTahssen^s
foirimlas for lateral and vertical pressures are well accepted*
These data apply entirely to large bins and cannot be used
in the design of com cribs and shallow bins,
Williaios (26) in his book:. Design of Masonry Structures
and foundationsV states that the term shallow bin refers to a
bin having d^th somewhat less than the width so that the
plane of rupture cuts the free surface of the filling inside
the bin wall enclosure, k suimaary of his slEg>lified theory
follows•
In the ordinary shallow bins, the procedure in calcula
ting the forces to idiioh the sides are subjected is similar
to that followed in ccMBputing the pressure on a retaining
wall* When the side walls are inclined, either *ftiolly or
in part, the forces acting on the inclined portion laay be
considered as the resultant of the horizontal pressures on
its vertical projection. The horizontal unit pressure on a
-17-
glTen vertical surfa^la say be obtained from tbe equation
for ofrnj^tgate pressure
P " 1-ain i
1+sin f
in which P " the pressuire in poimds per square foot
jf is tiB angle of internal friction, or the
angle of repose
w is the weight of the material in pounds
per cubic foot
and h ia the depth of the material.
above formula is satisfactory in instances i^en
the angle of repose of the material is available, though
not so well adapted to use in grain bins. It does not
have the refinements that laight be available in a good
en^irleal fonaala or curve derived from actual experi- *
xaent on the type of staterial in question.
Aside from state and government bulletins which are
largely descriptive in charactor and intended for use in
extenaion work, few accounts of research could be found.
Ail interesting research project dealing with com
storage problems is being carried on at present in the
Departmesit of Agricultural Engineering at the Iowa State
College. The object of these investigations is to dete:^
mine the corn Hoisture changes per month in a particular
year* The analysis is being mde by means of causes and
-18-
effeots and records are being made with puncli cards. Dr#
H. J. Barre is in general charge of the project,
Squilibrium moisture tests are being made to deter
mine com moisture relations to relative humidity and
t8Eip»rature» Probe instruments are xsed to read tester-
aturOy homidlty and air siOT^iadnt siiaultaneously* A tlienao-
oouple reads tJie temperature, whereas a glass tube 1
centimeter in diameter and 13 centimeters long is wrapped
with two parallel wires painted with lithium chloride and
it reads the huaiidity, and a hot-wire anemometer in a cy
linder S inches long by three-fo\irths inch.^ in diamet«r
reads the air isovement*
Work is also being done on an experimental grain
dry®r» Yhe arrangenient is to heat cne side of the grain
and on the other side put a layer of glass wool, a cold
plate and a hot plate.
Axk ecrtensive com crib survey has been undertaken In
this project« Many piottires and much data have been
collected and filed for reference*
Y/eather records are now being kept in 12 counties.
Two of these cotinties are in Minnesota, 5 in Iowa, 2 in
Illinois and 3 are in Indiana*
-19-
imrESTIGATIOHAL
3peoifio ObJeetlT^
Before any atten^t at design of a partloular struoture
is aade. It is neoessary to know wliat problems, funotlozuB
euid oonditiona are involved. It is neoessary to have a rather
complete background of knowledge concerning the stnictxire.
This is particularly true of the com crib. In it is lbund
z^ny eomplex stresses and strains due to the character of
tlie com and the laenner in whioh it is handled* One might
eonsider that a substantial struotore has been designed and
still find failure due to lateral pressiire or loads on the
various braces and possibly some other type of stress.
In the najcrity of oases in storing ^rain on the farm,
laore than one kind of grain is stored. Usually two cribs
are provided for ear com and at least three bins are piro-
vlded for shelled com and k]»11 grains. In ssany eases the
grain bins are placed above the com cribs in the roof sec
tion of the building. In such an arrangement probl^ns occur
in filling one compartment while the other is ®apty. Pos
sibly if the building were filled to capacity little trouble
would be experienced in failure of walls due to buckling in
8U3;>portlng overhead loads and at the same tisse absorbing
lateral loads tT<m the pressure of grain or com.
A storage structure^ then, is unevenly loaded laost
-20-
Fig. 7. Example of Failures in Lower Stud
Fastenings
Fig. 6* A Temporary Storage Crib
-2X-
of tha tlme« should be designed aii^ly strong to take
care ot seasonable loads.
The manner in which the com crib is filled is a
determining factor in deciding the failure of braces and
retaining walls. Modem com picking jaachines greatly
lessen the tiiae required to fill the corn crib. Filling
the corn crib in a shorter period of tiioe does not allow
time for gradual settling of the com and brings a suddfflx
ICMid on the walla and particularly the braces* In nany in
stances failure restilts«
]£ar com does not behave as do small grains and
shelled com. Small grains and shelled com act as a semi
fluid and flow around braces and supports. On the other
hand ear com wedges and piles up on the braces and pushes
out on the sides. This action puts a severe stress cn the
braces and walls* The piling up of the ear com on the
braces places the weight produced by this coltiinn of com
directly on the brace members.
There is considerable pressure exerted on the walls
as well as on the floors of com cribs. This fact la
especially true when the crib is first filled at the be
ginning of a period of storage. There is a good deal of
friction between the retaining walls and the corn. As the
hei^t of the ear com beccaaes greater the pressure on the
-22-
retaining walls also Increases. This makes the atud take
on somewhat the character of a beam. Failure results from
tearing apart of the stud from the plate or sill. As
settling takes place in the corn crib there is less pres
sure on the sides of the orib» After a few weeks nore
shrinking takes place and further eases later&l pressure.
The problem then resolves itself into the following
factors:
1* Design with reference to the aiuount of oora
snail grains to be stored.
2« Analysis and design with referenee to the arrange
ment and function of partition walls and bins.
3* Design of braces to taJce additional loads and
iB^ot loads.
4* Provision for a secure attachment of studding to
lessen failure from tearing apeirt.
5- A definite design of foundation to suit soil oco-
dltlons and sufficient area in bearing to prevent sa^gln^
of the structure.
In an outline prepared at the beginning of this work
the following objectives were cutlined:
1. Clarify the actions of I'orces and stresses in
corn cribs.
2. Produce aome com crib designs.
3« Provide for coa^ct Itiatber construction.
V.j;''*
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Prevent failures of cribs due to aproadlng, breafc-
iTig of braces and defonaation of Timlle and floors.
Uethod of Frooedure
a® method \iB©d In siaklng an inTcstigatlon of this sub
ject was to secure all available literature, make observa
tions and perforra calculations.
Besides mlcins observations on field trips and about
this vicinity, the subject was disctiased with ethers in
order to get a ooioplete picturs#
Opinions and asstamptions wore substantiated with
calculations whenever possible, All the while the min
objectives of the work were kept in mind.
Results
The duties of com cribs
As an aid to the analysis and design of a com crib
it seemed necessary to investigate the duties of a corn
crib. After considerable search through literature
little material on the actual duty of a crib was found.
Some duties of this structure are to hold the crop
t(tT better prices, allow for orderly marketing, to com
plete curing for processing and to house food and feed
products for use on the farm. If com is the only product
to be stored the separate crib for ear corn with possibly
a tight bin flsr shelled com is all that is needed. B^re
•24-
often there is need for tioth soaall gr&ln and oom storase*
Slnoe In 2308t parts of the com belt com is cribbed
before it is thoroughly dry some sort of means of Tentil-
ation is needed. Under such conditions present recosuaended
widths of 6 and 9 feet are generally iised in practice*
widths prerent spoiling and allow darying out* Ex*
tremely high structures waste com by shattering as the
crib is being filled* Therefore, the ridge height of the
structiire should be kept as low as possible*
As a neeuQbS of determining the oapacity of a crib a
study of yields and acreeige should be made. One bushel
of ear oom, husked, will occupy 2-1/2 cubic feet of space*
A bushel of shelled corn requires I-I/4 cubic feet* Conse
quently with the width of the crib within narrow limits,
it is necessary to select the height and length. The
ocnuaon shape of the orib is either square or reotangolar.
In the oonsides^tion of the duty of a oom orib it is
quite necessary to have the oom stored properly in order to
aeet the following requirements for acceptin?r a Federal loan:
1* Ear corn must be laercliantable, husked field com
containing not more than 20-1/2 percent moistiire; deduction
in the azoount of the loan will be made if the com contains
nor8 than 15-1/2 percMxt moisture*
2. Shelled com stored on the farm must be merohant-
able, shelled field com containing not more than I4 percent
moisture*
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The ratio between stored gyaina
In order to hare storage space In correct proportion
between the sxoaXl grains and ear com, a study was aade of
acreages and yields*
TABLE 1
Specifications for Com Crib Design
Type of construction - frame.
Widths; Cribs - 8* - 0®
Bins - 10* - 0« to 11» - 0"
Driveway - II* - 0"
Total for double crib and granary - 27* - O"*
Length - dependent on capacity required.
^pacing of studs - dependent on height of material stored*
Stud lengths - 14* - 0" to 18* - 0" for Gable and Gambrel
roof types and 10* - 0" for Gothic roof tjT)es.
Spacing of joists— dependent on design for size and spacing.
Height of ridge of crib - 26* - 0" for Gable and Gambrel
roof types and 30* 0" for C^thlc roof types.
T3rpe of wood connectors - nails, bolts» nails and glue and
timber connectors.
Roofing - wood shingles, 4 inches to the weather, sheet metal
and prepared roofing.
Foundation - continuous, below the frost line, a soil bearing
pressure of 2 tons per square foot in ordinaLpy soils,
adequate reinforc<»&ent«
-26-
?rom statlstlea secured frcaa the loym State College
Agrlctiltural Economies Department, it was fo\md that 42 per
cent ot the fam area in the central cash grain area of Iowa
is in com and 28 percent of the farm €a*ea is in saali grains,
The average faim In this eurea contains 160 acres. Taking
arsrage figures for the yields of these crops the following
total yieldca each farm were revealed: 3,689 bushels of
com and 2, 276 bushels of sioall grains. These figures
gave a ratio of sraall grain to com which is 1.1.625* Since
one bushel of shelled com and small grain occupies 1 l/U
cubic feet and one bushel of ear com occupies 2 1/2 cubic
feet the ratio by volume would be 1:3*26« Also in the design
of oem erib sections the ratio at the areas considered in the
section m?uld be governed by the latter ratio.
In an interview with Mr. Hughes of the Farm Crops depart"
ment, t is problem of grain storage was disucssed from a
farm crops viewpoint. Mr# Hughes explained that Iowa fartaers
had a rather definite rotation and that it had net materially
changed dxiring the past years. However, there may be some
change in the farm program to allow more acreage for small
grains and less for com*
There is a decrease in the number of cattle being
kept In the oom. belt and of course this will lighten
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the storage. In oooneotlon with this phase of crop
production for feed, Mr» Hughes stated that more barley
and fewer acres of oats would probably be grown.
In regard to more specific questions of farm storage,
Sir. Hughes agreed that a farmer should provide for a
storage space X3 to 20 percent greater than his average
requlresaents. He did not think that a double orib and
granary should provide for more than room enough for an
average crop. The excess, he thought, could be put into
temporary storage. In most respects his estiiaates checked
the above figures.
Roof types for corn cribs
"^hree roof types are coneoonly available for peraanwit
com cribs. These types are, la order of iB^>ortanoe;
Gothic, Gaiabrel and Gable* In field trips it was noted
that iBDSt of the cribs were of the Gable and Gazabrel roof
types, vrfiile only one C*othic roof com crib was found.
The Gable and Gasibrel roof types are more easily constructed
and possibly require leas labor. The Gothic roof type haa
several advantages* It blends well with other modem farm
atmeturea and stores more grains per foot of length.
It requires a shorter stud length. In this work Btore
attention is given the Gothic roof type com orib and ita
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applioatlon to correct storage needs*
Proposed com orlb desigji
A design using the ^thic roof and several other
featiirea was p37epared during the course of this work#
This design was based on data ta&en from a zaodel com
orib built previously by Joe B* Hiohardsoa, a research
fellow ei^loyed by- the project last year*
^The grain bin studs of this model crib were tilted
tovrar(5 the center of the structure. This allows more
space for the ccrn cribs on either side of the grain bins.
The ratio of the areas of the section fronts of the cribs
and grain bins in this design eqiials tJ^ ratio of stored
grains worked out for an arerage Iowa fara» To allow
jQore space for ear oora the g:ra.in bin walls oould be
slanted more toward the center of the structure# Sheath
ing is shown on the top of the grain bins. In an actual
crib this feature would provide for an overflow of ear
com from the side cribs.
5'llllng the side cribs is accoi^lished by dropping
the ear com down the slanted grain bin walls, reducing
shattering of the corn* 7he grain bin walls are cribbed
diagonally on the outside and the space between the crib
bing and sheathing forms a channel for ventilation.
All of the design features in the model crib we3re
checked. Instead of a two-foot spacing of outside stt^s
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a X6*inob. spacizig ot studs vras used in the design.
Special stud fastenings were represented in the design
while plain butt Joints were incorporated in the model-
Wood and Its stiruotural properties
has long been used as a structural laaterial* It
Is light and handled with ease and ean be readily sawed and
out to any desired shape* It is for these reasons adapted
to the farm structures field where less skilled labor is
available and cost and nearness to market are factors*
The strength of timber is affected by oumy factors
aM for timber structures the safe wozicing stresses are
very much lower than the ultimate stresses derived in the
laboratory* It is necessary to leave a high "factor of
safety" foi tinber. The grain of wood has a definite rela
tion to its strength properties. Tlie tension and compres
sion strengths in a direction parallel to the grain are
ffluch higher than in a direction perpendicular to the grain*
G3ie shearing strength of timber along the grain is very
much lower than the tensile or compressive strength along
the grain and this fact must be kept in mind when the
strength of tlniber beams is being considered. Tlie hori-
zcaital shear la tis^c^ beans Is an important factor to
take into account when designing a beam* ^e low shearing
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strength, along the grain sakes it difficult to u»o wood for
tension meabora of structures on aoconnt of tlie shearing
stresses aocoiopanying tension stresses.
Efforts to insure an adequate supply of timber for
structural purposes lie along the laeasiires to grow timber
on land not suitable for food crops, and on subisarginal
agsrieultural land and econoay in the use of wood.
Oreen lumber should not be used for building purposes
as shrinkage laay cause objootloaable cracks and warping*
V?oods wiiich may be used in crib construction in order of
their relative strength are; Oak, fir, yellow pine, white
pine, h^aloek, spruce and cottonwood# Because of Its
durability scBbs farmers i^e vhite oak for sills and Joists
and for the studs of the outside vails#
principal uses of wood on the farm are fuel wood»
postsy pOlOT and rough lui^er for cribs, bams, etc* .
Structural analysis of the corn crib
The lav/s of perfect fluids and of solids have be^
studied experimentally and theoretically and are well
known* Some fluids are perfect fluids above certain
tei^eratures, and as the teiaperature falls become "viscous
fluids** and after pasM^ing the o&iU point beec^ solids*
Shot, dry sand and grain occupy a position betwe€m fluids
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axid solids and are called "semi-fluids"• Theiie materials
approach fluids when water is added and solids when a
ceaenting mterial between the grains causes cohesion in
the mass. Dry sand, shot, wheat and similar xaaterials
are aljaost perfect semi-fluids, the loass being without
cohesion, the particles being held in place by the fric
tion on each other* ^e an^e of internal frietion of
the particles upon one another is nearly always larger
than the angle at which the material will stand if poured
in a pile on a level floor. This angle of internal fric
tion is coiaraonly referred to as tho aoigle of repose* If
water is added to dry sand, the angle of internal friction
decresLses and approaches zero, while if a eventing zaater-
ial such as clay be added, the angle of Internal frietioa
Increases and approaches 90 degrees as a limit*
Sc^e eocperimental and theoretical work has been done
with sesai-fluids.
E35>eriments r?iade upon wheat in bins prove the follow
ing: (1) the horisontal pressures vary as the depth in
vezT" shallow bins; (2) in deep bins the horizontal pressure
is less than the vertical pressure (•> to *6 of the verti-
oal pressure, depending on the grain stnd many other condi
tions) and increases very little after a depth of 2 1/2 to 3
tines the width or diameter of the bin is reached; (3)
there is no active upward component in a granular mass;
-35-
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NOTE;
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DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURES IN A SHALLOW BIN
Fie. 13
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(4) the flow from an orifice In the side of a deep bis.
varies approxiiaately as the cube of the orifice and is
independent of the head, as long as the orifice is well
covered•
A retaining wall is a structTire which sustaiixs the
lateral pressure of earth or some other granular aass
in^oh possesses sozoa friotional stability* To fully deter<
mine the pressure of the filling on a retaining wall it is
necessary that the resultant of the pressure be known (a)
in amount, (b) in lino of action, and (c) in point of
application.
lilany theories have been proposed for finding the
pressure, each differing s^ewhat as to the asstzo^tions
aM results# Theories for the design of retaining walla
fall into two classes: (1) the Theory of Conjugate Pres
sure, due to Hankine, and coiamonly known as Rankine's
theory, and f2) the Theory of Maximum V/edge, probably
first proposed by Coiilomb, and commonly known as Coulomb's
Theory* Hanklne's Theory determines the thrust in amount,
in line of action and in point of applieation« In Cou
lomb's Theory, with the exception of Weyranch*s solution,
the line of action and point of application maist be
assumed, thus leading to ntxmerotis solutions of more or
less merit. All solutions based on the theory of the
wedge ass\2me that the resultant thrust is applied at one-
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thijrd the height for a wall with a level or Inclined
sxircharge, as glTen liy Banlclne; but the resultant Is
assumed as zsalcing angles with a norssal to the back of
the wall varying from zero to theangle of repose of the
filling. In Raii3cine*s solution the resiatant is parallel
to the plane of the surcharge for a vertical wall*
Very little is icnown about the behavior of 9&T com
in regard to Its internal angle of friction and its frlo*
tlon against a retaining wall. In order to seeure some
design data, loads and pressure data prepared by Ashby and
MacCalmont (16) were used. The horizontal pressures were
assumed to be in the form of a wedge and the resultant was
placed at the one-third point of the vertical v/all. Down
ward forces were read directly from the data mentioned.
So data seemed available with which to calculate
pressures trom omall gr^ln In shallow bins* After con
siderable study the following fonaula was selected
P - w X h
j
where P is the pressxxre in poimds per square foot
on a vertical wall
w is the weight of the grain In pounds per
oublo foot
and h is the depth of the grain in feet«
All ealculations were oade on the basis of iditeat
928*
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storage. In order to calculate the downward force along
the axis of the studs the outv/ard pressure was divided by
the talent of the angle of repose of wheat. The angltt
of repose of is 2& degrees. Heasoaable results were
obtained*
Sereral methods of analysis were tried In making em
analysis of the corn crib fr^e. ^he com orib frame was
first treated as a rigid frame, but experience in the
testing frame and close observation showed that the com
orib section was far from being a rigid frame. In maiclnQ
final designs 9 each member was treated as a sls^le beam.
This proeediire probably Introduced acasm sort of safety
factor in addition to the oneallowed for by the 8af«
working stress. A working stress of 1200 pounds per square
Inch ima used.
In order to design a member, and in particular a
beam, it is necessary to know the load on it. These loads
were confuted from the pressure equations and data Just
cited, v.^en the uniform load on a member had been secured,
the maximm bending moment for the beam was ealeulated from
the slBQ)le b^m formula
M - ISi
where M Is the TnaxImiiTn bending moment
"I ~ I -I
q I I
,.J1t
TS*
Ov<snHe<cid Beam
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Fig. 19. Labcopatory Model of Proposed Corn Crib
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W l0 the total weight on the beam la pounds
and Ii Is the l^gth in inehea.
The naziiBXim bending moment for a wedged shaped load ivas
secured by taking moments abottt the point of appXioatioa
of the resultants
With the figure for the niaximum bending moment at
hand, it was set equal to the stress (1800 pounds per
sqixare inch) multiplied by the section )EK>diiiufl, in the
formula
M - S X 1 b
?
Where H is the bending moment in inch pounds
8 is the stress in pounds per square ineh
b is thB width of the beam
and h is the depth of the beam.
Studs under the overhead driveway beaz^ were tested
for oolumn aotion using the formula
P • .274. S
A Tlytl?
where P is the stress in povmds per square ineh
X
X is the modules of elasticity
(1,$00^000 poimds per square inch)
1 is ths length of the ooltann in inches
and d is the depth of the stud in inches.
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ThB aboTo designs are on the baalB of the me of
Boxtglas Fir.
Partition walls and braces
One of the problems in the com crib construction is
the arransement of braces and partitions. The presence
of a partition wall In a erib shotild mterially streagthea
the straettire. With the aid of a laboratory' ssodel, eal-
oiilations and results of tests performed, a system of
bracing and partitions was worked out# The crib was laid
out to contain 4 orib?3 and 4 grain binsi. Besides bracing
the structure, partitions aid tenants and owners to divide
their crops.
Other reof^ssendations proposed in this respect are
diagonal erlbbing on the inside walls, through the drlve-
vay, and diagonal cribbing on the outside of the grain
bin studs- Horizontal cribbing on the otitside walls Is
/ reooiHsended to lessen damage from the weather.
gield trips and observations
The com crib on the Agrlciiltural Engineering Farm
was the first crib exaiiLlned, This double com erib and
granary is sade of lunber with a eonorete foundation aBd
floor* The building Is wired for testing purposes «md
lights and power* Sgulpment is installed to duj^ loads
"•48"
of eom* ^heXll2is trenohfis are located In the eonerete
floor of the cribs. The building was a Gable roof and
follows somewhat the same construction as that drafted
into the Irtidwest Plans. Cribbing on the outside walls
is placed horizontally and diagonally on the inside
walls.
It was obserred that the sides of the crib were bulg-
%3XS* The east side of the erib was more affected than
the other sides. This failure seeias to be due to loosen
ing of the braces.
On April 26 a field trip was ssado ior the purpose of
inspecting corn cribs. This trip extended north to Blaira-
burgf west to Fort Dodge and a return to Ams* About 10
erlbs were inspected on this field trip. Data and pie*
tures were taken. It was noted that many cribs had be^
recently built. Of these, by far the greater number were
built of lumber. !^t of the cribs have Oable or Gambrel
roofs and only one inspected had a Gothic roof. Hxmerous
temporary shed type cribs were noticed on this trip. The
general appearance of the cribs was good and it was evi-^
dent that many were being built from Midwest Plans. Jiost
of the failures encountered were due to faiXures of braces
or the la(& ot ba^ces.
-^9-
SXPSRUaSNTAL
Purpose of the Sacperiments
The ptirpoae of the teste oade in this project i«as to
attex^t to di^licate cosdltloxis in an aetuaX oom crib
and note the action of the siegers* It Is often eonYen*
ient and adTiaable to ehe^ ooi^utations hy actual testing*
In the case of a com ©rib it is difficxiXt to arrive at
suitable testing setups, since a whole frame is involved
and not a single member which might be separated and tested
alone. Although exact results are iiai'd tu obtain, a test
model should lend itself to giving soae idea of vhat is
happening to the various laesbers.
Method of Procedure
To test a eom orib section the testing fran^ in the
shed baolc of the Agricultural Engineering Building was
\ised. Before malcing the tests the testing frame was com
pletely rmodeled* The old frame was taken down and a
larger frame was built in its place. Concrete piers were
plaoed under the frame. Two angles imbedded in the con
crete formed slides allowing the fra3se to be set at varioxm
widths* The present setting is at a five-foot width* The
new frame is about 20 feet long and about 18 feet high.
After noting the size of the frame and comparing it with
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the size of a full-size com crib seotion, a reduction fac
tor of one-half was selected. All linear dimensions of a
typical com crib bent were reduced by one-half to form the
s^del frame*
The problexa of providing weights for the test was
considered* PrevlouB to this year research fellows* de--
siring to make tests in the testing frame, have loaded
the test sections with weights consisting of sand in paper
bags# This did not constitute a permanent arrangement
gind means were sought to make more durable weights. Lead
nmkes a very good weight material, but on the other hand,
its high cost makes it prohibitive. Sand was selected as
a weight material and grain sacks as containers. Three
different sizes of weights were made \ip. ^If of a grain
sack was large enough to hold 80 pounds. One-fou3?th of a
grain sack was filled to form a ^0 pound wei^t, a 10
po\ind weight was made up from one-eighth of a grain sack.
Full-size grain sacks were oxt up to the above sizes and'
sewed to hold the sand. It was found that they were quite
easily handl©d and should last for some time# When the
tests are eoD^lsted the sacks may be emptied and stored
out of the way.
Gable and pulleys used in these teats were taken from
equipment previously tused. Two side loads wf^e us^« An
angle iron was placed aoK>sa the end upright angles and
fastened ^±th V bolts. These cross pieces were moved up
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or down to adjust the line of force to the jKirtlcular t8st»
Special defleotion gages were used to measure the deflec
tion of members to the one-thousandth of an inch, "'hese
gages were held on short rods bolted on 2 x 4*s which in
turn were bolted onto the testing frame# After a weight
had been placed in the basJset the dials were read and reset
to zero*
Lateral loads on the test sections were the min con
siderations. Three pair or loads were used in the tests*
They were the loads on the outside studs, loads on the
inside studs emd loads on the overhead grain bin studs.
Data ta^en during the test^ were deflections, aniounts
of loads and remarks*
"C finish" fir lisaber was used in conatrnoting the
test frames.
Resnlts
Discussion of tests
For results of the tests reference is imde to the
presentation of data, grajphs, drawings and pictures* In
making the tests the following factors were kept in mind.
1* Deflection and behavior of the meiabers imder the
different loading conditions*
Zm Failure due to properties at the wood*
3* J^ilure due to pulling apart of joints*
4* Observation of the nail Joint and toenalled joint*
5« '-^liere and In what members failures are mostllkely
to occur.
6. Joints that are required to carry the largest
reactions.
7. Ifee effect of differ^t kinds of bracing on the
axaount of load added to the frame.
Bm Sffeot of sy&metry of bracing,
9» Sffiolency of fastenings.
10« Indications of the proof of tests for design.
1st series of tests. These first testa were devoted to
finding out how to best use a section is the testing
frame. Since most structural analysis is based upon meat-
bers with either fixed or hinged ends, an attaapt was made
to duplicate these conditions in a com crib section* To
produce hinged and fixed ends two bolts were used at the
bottc»i ends of the mode; two bolts were used to fasten the
®id for fixed conditions eind one for hinged conditions. No
braces were employed in this test.
2nd series of tests. Hailed joints were used In the second
series of tests. The ends of the studs were townailed to
boards representing a double sill* Seven penx^ nails were
used throughout* No braces were used In these tests* fhe
m^abers behaved smoh as did the hinged members in the above
tests*
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series of tests. This series of testa was performed
oa a sectloa built and braoed in the sase najBser as
fo^and la the Midwest Plans» The studs were toenailed 1o
the sills* Kails were used in. most joints with bolts la
the brace Joints. The largest reaotions cam© at the lower
stud fastenings in all of the above tests. In all of
these three series of tests the Gable roof section was used.
4th series of tests. Beginning with this series of tests
the Oothlo roof section was tested. Stud joints In this
series of tests were both glued and nulled. Also» a widge
zoade fiuT half a 1 z 1 piece of wood was fitted on both
ends of the studs. Three types of bracing were tried in
these tests and loads were applied to the outside studs
in each case. The X-braoed section gave tli- iiost satis
factory results.
5th series of tests. An atteiig;)t was made in this group
of tests to teat the action of loads on a single crib and
blB» Two tTpes of braces were used in the erib tests*
Hails were used in loost oases except in laaklng the erlb
test with the X-brace and center tie In which case bolts
were used for the brace joints. The grain bin testa were
satisfactory and the I-brace with center tie test resulted
in the highest load with no sign of failure.
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6th series of tests. Loads were placed en the inside
studs for these testa. 'Hiree conditions of fastening
the studs were t^tod* 7he plain butt, nalX Joint held
v«ry little load. 7h« glued nail Joint held eonsiderably
store wei^t. The orosstled arrangesnent sustained the
greatest load*
•55-
W
Fig. 20. A Gable Roof Section in Testing
Frame
4
Fig. 21, A Gothic Roof Teat Section Placed
in the Testing Frcune
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'SABLE II
TiS&t SMIIS3 NO. I - HINGED CONDITIONS - WITHOUl' BRACES
toads on
Inside studs
Ssiall grain
lateral loadsLoads on outside studs:
Member A3 OF :Member : Member CJ: sil "
Load : Def. Def. :Load : Def.: Def. :Load Def.: Def.
lbs. : in. in. : Ibss in. : in. :lbs. in. ; in.
•
36,5 1 .250 • 125 i 50 • 043: .017 : 50
•
.158: .009
66.5 : .938 .168 :110 .080: .078:110 .282: .093
136.5 :1»313 .6250:170 .121: .141 :170 .479: .U4
186.5 :1,.625 • 813 :230 .151: .201 :230 .695: rl57
246,5 52.43s 1.343 :290 ♦167: .289 :290 .913: >1691
306.5 {2.686a 1.7l6d050 .203: .353:350' .972: 1317
336.5 3.218 2.341 :410 .251: .420:410 1.13% .392
366,5 b 0:470 .251; .545:470 1.195: .5733
:500 .250; .607:500 1.281: .611
:520 .271: .617 520 1.3651 .609
:540 .280^ .65^540 1.453: .611
t :560 .288: .683 •
:580 .300: .718 •
:600 : .312: .732 3 :
s :620 : .334: .765 i ••
s 2640 :
s660 j
• <
« 4
.339: .797 j
•
•
•
4
.364:
•
.821 *
•
•
:
•
•
a Uember twisting
Failure Dy a
stiarp break near
point of appli
cation of load
e Loosened hinge
on bottom
d Uember twisting
Remarjcs
e Failure by a h Meiiber weakening
sbarp break
near point of 1 Hotlceable bending
application
of load J Slight buckling
f Noticeable
bending
g Slight buck
ling in
meiaber
k Tendency to buckle
1 Tendency to buckle
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TABLE III
TSST SESISS SO. I - fflXSD COTDITIONS - WlTHOOT CHOSSBHilCK
: Loads on
Loads oa outside studs: Inside gtuds
Small grain
lateral loads
Member /lB GF rMeiaber CJK SIH ; Member CJ: SI
Load Def . Def. :Load : Def. Bef.:Load Def.:
lbs. in. in. :lbs. I in. in. :lbs. in. :
36.5 .094a .187
« •
: 50 : .035 .039: 50 .138: .049
96.5 .281 .348 :110 : .072 .091:110 •240: »248
156.5 .468 .598 :170 .106 .154:170 .395: .38a
216.5 .718 .848 :230 .140 .210:230 .575: .436
276.5 .905 1.068 :290 .188 .263:290 .645r .639
336.5 1.125 1.442c :350 .224 .325:350 .783: .767
366.5 1.031 2.532 :410 .264 .385:41.0 •94$: .861
3S6.5 1.094 3.032d:470 -303 .451:470 1.030el.050
396.5 1.125 3.439 : 500 .326 •489:500 1.188:1.107j
^06. 5 b e:520 .328 .552:520 1.231:1.141
:570 .3398 .629:540 1.251:1.198
:580
•
k:560 :1.313hl.257
« • •
• • «
a straight grained
wood
b Failed first by a
long break
o Crack at bottoia
d Member cracking
Hemarks
e Fail-ure by a
long crack at
the top of
stud, Btlll
holding on
bottom
t Koticeable
bendins
g M^aber biick*
ling
h Cable broke after
opposite fflE-mber
failed; tbis mem
ber still nn-
broken
i Noticeable buck
ling
i M«sber buckling
k Failed first by
a fairly short
cx^ek
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TABLE 17
TEST SERIBS HO. 2 - NAILICD JOIOTS XUTECm CROSSBRACES
Small grain Loads on
Loads outside studs lateral loads inside studs
Member AB : CF SI : ca OIK : Effi
Load
lbs. Deflection in inches
50
•
•
t ,720 : -.093 •175 .008
»
I .083 .002
80 •751 : *1S7 .158 .140 •020 .204
110 •814 : -.503 •248 .169 ♦052 .143
140 1»064 : -♦378 .170 .369 .052 .189
170 1.158 : -,191 •U5 ,U8 .138 .207
200 1,314 : .029 .499 .470 .148 .207
230 s 1,501 : .216 .555 .543 .148 .263
260 1.731 : .372 .597 .618 .200 .321
290 as b •549 .786 .248 .321
320 •• .471 J825 .273 .322
350 ••• .539 .889 ♦ 342 .322
380 .552 .989 •339 .370
410 •$ .605 1.058 ♦ 539 .434
440 •• ,619 1,186 e s
470 .638 1.295c •
500 : i .673 1,420 s
520
J
: i
i :
.708 1.681d *«
•
a Member failed at top
by a long break
b ^iled at the bottoia
of meaber by tearing
away froia the plate
2 nails were pulled
out of the si3J.
Hemarkfi
o Member buoicllng
d Meo^er near failure
e Failed first by a
siierp break
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TABLE Y
TSST SmXSS i?0; 3 - mACBD SSCTIOH NAILED JOINTS
Loads on Small grain : Loads on
outside studs lateral loads : Inside studs
Member AB ; GF CJ : 12 CJiC : zm
load
lbs. Detleotion in inches
50 t .003 •063 .006 •064 • O4O •017
80 : .126 .126 .002 .115 • 066 .037
110 : ,157 .157 -.004 .161 .093 .062
UO : •188 •220 -.008 •205 •11$ .082
170 .219 I ^251 -•015 •246 .139 .116
200 •282 : •JU -.018 .301 .193 •116
230 •345 1 .345 -.021 .370 • 228 •132
260 •376 .376 -.009 .405 .260 .197
290 .439 .439 +.013 *464 •309 .195
320 .470 .502 +.023 I .518 .346 •227
350 • 501 .533 +.034 .371 .344 .249
3SO •595 s .564 ♦.045c •644 .409' .251
390 .052 .653
400 s .058 •667 '
4X0 : •658 .627 t *062 .686 .450 •260
420 .070 • 699
430 .075 .731
UO •689 .65s .081 .731 .513 .276
450 .720 .689 • 089 .747
460 .751 .689 .095 •771
470 •782 .689 .099 .789 .5620 .266g
480 .782 ..720 .104 •814 • 574 .266
490 .782 .720 .106 • 835 .584f .27711
500 .843 .751 .113d .850 .603 .277
510 .845 .751 - .617 •277
520 .876 .782 .634 .277
530 .876 •813 J .658 .277
540 .907 .813 : *676 • 285
550 .938 •813 : .693 : .285
560 .938 •844 i .710 .294>
570 .969 .875 ♦ .734 .293
580 1.000 •906 t .753 • 291
590 1.031 .906 » .773 •301
600 1.031 .937 I s .789 •301
610 I.O63 1.031 : : .803 .300
620 1.094 1.094 94 t .815 •300
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TES5 SEHIES NO. 3 - Cont'd^
Loads on Snwll grain I Loads on
outside studs lateral loads : inside studs
Member AB : GF CJ ; 12 : CZK Era
Load
lbs. Deflection in inolies
630 1.094. !l.094
m
•
.622 .319
640 1.125 :1.125 I •319
650 1.125 :1.156 t
660 1.156 :1.376 •9•
670 1.156a :1.376b
*
•
II
•
•
a Member stiXX firm
b Members badly twisted
c X-braces buckling
d Member buckling
Rgaarks
• Badly tvd-sted m^nber
f S-braces buckling
g Z-braces buckling
h X-braces buckling
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yig. 31* Stress-atraia Graph of Teat Series Ho«
PLACEMENT OF
APPLIED
TESTING
(Not To Scale)
Toenaited By
4--Ted Nails
4:^0
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S"Td Nails 13/4
3-Td Nails
:^^/l(2;xlVk Bolts
£-l%:x !£" PCS
5-e*
13-G
BRACED SECTION
Scale ^/Q = r"0"
Flg^ 32
,3-Td Nails
E>-Td Nails
4.-0
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.
Fig- 33• Inside Studs under Test
Fig* 34* The Plain Butt Joint as Used in Tests*
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TABLS VI
Test Series Ko* 4 ~ Grlued ^all Conditions
Leads on Oatside Studs
Crosstied
Section
:DiagbiEial Brace: X-Braced
:and Crosstied ; Section
: Section : Crosstie at
m^r^rrrz AB : m : AB : OS : AB : m
Xoad
lbs. Deflection in inches
,50 •084 .037 .02jr .022 .012 .00b
80 .102 ,071 •038 .032
no .102 •125 .058 .046
130 .051 .016
140 .124 •164 .079 .060
170 «122 .232 •097 •079
200 .181 .224 .119 .098
210 •100 .045
230 •234 • 230 .152 •124 :
240 • 248 .237 : •122 s .047
250 .248 .237 : m
260 *264 .254 .187 •138 •» t
270 .273 • 268 I *46 .063
2B0 .299 •268
290 .312 • 273 .217 •150
300 •322 : .281 •167 .065
310 .324 •296
320 .335 .301 •251 .168
330 : .356 .303 •259 •168 .193 .093
340 s •378a .305 .279 .168
350 : .406 .307 .286 : .186 j !
360 : .416 •344 .309 : .186 t .221 -i •105
370 2 -440 .390 ; .316 1 .187
380 : *485 1 .430b1 .336 j .187
390 j t 1» 41 .343 J .187 .247 •126
400 r 1
f 1! .361 J .187 2
410 ! : .369 ! .187 s
420 tt .396 .187 •276 •I44
430 • 404 .188
uo •429 .188
450 i •455 •188 .302 s •166
400 t : •480 .188
470 • • 502 .188
480 « • 528 .1880 I •328 •167
490 I t • 558 .188 :
500 •« •590 •188 :
510 ••• .628 •188 : •355 .192
520 •• .670 •188 :
.--si •
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Test Series Ko« 4 Cont^d*
CTOsstied :Diagonal Brace X-Braced
Section rand Crosstied Section
; Section Crosstie at
* Top
Mei&ber AB i DS : :lB . DS i\B :
Load
lbs* Deflection in inches
53tf •• : .740 .IBB
540 : : : .830 *18gd .385 .218
570 • • •420 .239
600 • • .464 •263e
610 «• • 461 • 264
620 t : : •496 .265f
630 #• : • 510 .279
640 •• ; .533 •2793
650 ♦• •« .556h .279
Heznarks
a BezidiJig slightly
b Failed first at joint S
e Koticeable bendiiig
d Failed first at Joints
G and K* Joint at D
pulled apart; the joint
at B spread out* J'oint
K pulled away from sill*
e Pulling up at K and T
t Very little bending
g Braces appear firm
h J'oint K is pulling
apeirt and away from
the sill
jd *^00
LEGEND
ABj-^DEi " Cnossj—tiod
sec-tion
ABg. 4-OEg."* Diagona l braes
4- cross-*+1ed seo+ion
X-Braoed
s<sci-lon
e 5 4. 5 <& T
DEFLECTIOM-O.! in.
jflg* 35* Stress-strain Graph of Testseri«a Ko» 4«
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PLACEMENT OF
APPLIED LOADS) IN
TESTlNGi FISAME
(No+ To Scale)
E.a*P1*er7& rriade
o-F 5>-V2X\V^
s+rips> gluecd
and nailed
V4. X ^
wiiti 3-W bolts
3~Sd Nails
<glU<2 ^ I )C\"
4.-0
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4-.-Sc! Nails
X2^/4!' Xle"
e-Sd Mails
^/ife X\^/4
A
Nails
l^feX S%.
I^IG X
To<sncit\ed vA/i-th
3—8cl nails
4.-0
13-(3
UMBEACED SECTION
Seals ^/g'^r^C)'
Jig. 36
DPLACEMENT OF
APPLIED LOADS IN
TESTING FHAME
(No+ To S>oal<a)
Coffers
of S - !/•£ X
sfrips
and nail-sd
^wifh 3-1/4
bolfs
3-Sd
Nails
<glus ^
r'x l" wedqt^
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^.-Sd Nails
\'\ ^A(L X- l£"
Nails
Nails
Tosnailed v^/ith
3~Sd nails
7
3-Sd Noils
4.-0'
>C %
^^
DIAGONAL BEACE AND GEOSS-TIED SECTION
3c.<ale 2»/g=i'—o"
Wg. 37
U "I
• I
PUACEMEMT OF
APPLIED LOADS IN
TESTING FEAME
(Not To Scale)
R-a-f+ers
of 5 - Vz
s+rips
and nailed
3-Sd Nails
<glue $
r wedge
-4.-0
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4--Sd nails
X_1 '^ /a.
7
•2-ad Nails
^-6<=i
Nails
, jp/i&x3^/4
3-ad Noils
Toenailed wi+h
3^8d nails /l<bX 2.^/4
3-<b" 4.'-0*
CEOSS-TIED SECTION
Scale 3/q - r—o'"
n«» 3«
b
I
in
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TABLS VII
7est Series No. 5 - Glued Kail Conditions
Loads on Single Cribs and Bin
X-Brace with
Center Tie
pe-3tion
Member
load
lbs.
AB
X-Brace v/ith
Tie at top
of Section
AB
Overhead
Grain Bin
JT
Deflection in inches
50 .611 .004 •Oil .017 : •OOO : .018
130 .022 •018 .039 .052 : .000 : .023
160 J-.009 : .026
190 -.027 I .058
220 -.033 : .099
210 .035 .034 • 081 •085 ••
250 t --O24 : .119
260 -.031 : .124
290 .020 .027 •120 .139 ••
310
.136
*•.031 : .159
320 + .001 .020 .152 •e
340 -•031 ; .160
350 .006 •027 .151 .165
: .161370 -.031
3fi0 .014 •027 •170 •181 e
: *162400 -•031
/,10 •O25: *027 t .185 •196
: .161430 •4 :-.039
uo -035 .030 : *202 •217 J e
t .161U60 t
♦216
-.031
470 • 043 •033 •229 •
: .162490 -•021
500 .052 .039 .234 .247
-.016 : .163520
•262530 •068 •040 •251 «
550 -.008 : .179
560 .072 -045 •268 .279 ••
580 + .011 : .180
590 .077 .050 .286 .295 «•
600 .011 ; ^190
620 .085 .057 •308 •315b •oil X ^196
640 1 .012 : .198
650 I «098 ..056 .326 031 I
660 i I i I i .201
-77a-
Test Series Ko* 5 Cont*di
X-3race with X-Brace with : Overhead
Center Tl© Tie at top : Grain Bin
Section of section :
^^e2lbe^ jIB : AB : JiC ; JT : Aa'
Load
Deflection in inohes
680 •105 : •063 .348 : .353 : • 027 • 205
700 •• •030 •207
710 .115 : .065 .367 i .371 i
720 • .030 •224
740 .124 : .070 .391 : •388 1 •030 .225
750 .147 : .074 .397 s .394c :
760 •130 ; .077 •038 .228
770 ^130 : •082
.036780 .132 : •085 .240
790 .136 : • 087
•036800 .138 : • 089 •241
810 .140 : .091
820 • 144 : .094 •O4X .242
830 .U7 ; .097
840 •I48 : .097 •042 .252
8$0 •U9 : •097 8 •049 •252d
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Test Series No. 5 - Glued Nail Conditions
Loads on Single Cribs and Bin
:c-Braoe witli
Center Tie
Section
X-Braoe with
Tie at top
of section
Overhead
Drain Bin
Memb sr AB JE : AB : }K : n : m
Load «•
lbs. • Deflection in inches
860 •* .153 • .096 : : •« «#
870 s •158 •• .093 : : I :
860 •* *162 #• .092 5 I : :
890 j .164 •• .092 : t •• :
900 : .167 t .092 j : •• t
910 I .168 •• •094 : t s t
920 9• •170 ♦• .095 2 * 1 t
930 a74 t• .093 s t t i
940 ••# ♦17"^ ♦• .097 i t t i
950 •• •177 t .097 : T t i
960 : •176 •• .101 : t s I
970 2 ♦180 9• ,101 ; : t t
980 .182 «$ .103 : : ; i
990 •185 • •I06 : : t t
1000 .187 •• •I09 : : •«
1010 .190 •9 •113a: : •i t
Raaarka
a No aifjns of failure in entire brac.e.
b Noticeable bending.
c Failed suddenly by a sharp break,
d Slight bending of meobers but no signs of
failures.
I lOO
lOOO
O ^00
4.00
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LEGEND
wi+h
oen+er sec+ion
X-E»race with
a+ i*op o^f sec+ion
O OA O.e. 0.3
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PLACEMENT OF
APPLIED LOADS IN
TE5T1NQ FEAME
(Not To Seals)
Eaf+er's
of S-l/g
strips
ond nai
Nai s
4---e>cl Nails
Vk^xI'Va.
Nails
-8d Nails
Toenailed with
3~Sd nails
with
"B-Sd Nails
13'-<^'
Nans
-4—O
X-BRACED SECTION WITH C120SS-T1E AT TOP
Seal® ^/Q=r"0"
Fig. 40
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^ABLS nil
TEST SSRISS KO. 6 - LOA.DS OK IH3IDE STUIE© - VAHIM CuUDITICms
PXain ISutt : aiued^-Hail Glued-Mail Joints
Joint Conditions : Joints with Groastle
Mmber JK J GF JK CrF JK : G?
Load
lbs. Deflection In inches
50 .100 .077 .043 .072 .2a : .145
80 .094 .207 .072 -115 ♦277 : .130
110 : .086 .334 • ♦101 •159 .317 : *126
UO .086 .471 .100 .154 ♦379 : .089
150 .105 •173 ••
160 •119 .185 9#
170 : .086 •619 .124 .211 •369 i -120
180 .123 • 242
190 .U5 .2A9 ;
260 .084 .727 •151 .266 ♦365 s .13^
210 • .175 .269 .370 : ^141
220 .109
0^
to
* .190 .283 .380 I .136
230 ♦210 .292 •383 : .136
240 •221 .305 .3^5 : .150
250 .235 .322 ♦415 : .126
260 .128 : .926a •246 •340 2 .411 I .146
270 j . .259 .353 .411 : .154
280 .273 .361 .415 : .157
290 I .280 -3S7 .418 5 .161
300 .306 .389 .418 : .164
310 t •312 .412 : -416 5 .170
320 i .312 •442 .427 : .176
330 t •3160 .402 .425 : .184
340 .332 .464 .424 : .193
350 •352 •471 .430 : .201
360 .363 .503 .431 s .208
370 : .367 • 530 •435 : .211
380 ♦• •374^ • 570 •440 : .215
390 ♦442 : .218
400 2 : .440 ; .225
410 : .436 : .236
420 .443 : .236
430 •443 * .236
UO ♦U3 : *238
450 } .443 : *241
460 : ; .443 : *242
470 : t ♦433e 2 .252
500 : t : •U'3 : .262
-#3-
TEST SSRIES H0« 6 - ContM.
^lain Butt
Joint Conditions
Glued-Kail
Joints
Olued-Kail Joints
with Croastie
Member : GF JK : GF JX : OF
load
lbs. Deflection in inches
550 1
560
4 590
620
650
6ao
710
740
770
•
1
;
i
t
4
1
: : *463 s .264
: ; *472 • »2S8
! : : .472 : ,313
* J *^^2 J *331
E J : .477 s .349
E : : ,487 s .371
: 5 .494 5 •366
s j .501 : .396
s ! .526 : *399^
J ; t
a Frame failing
b Noticeable bending
c Considerable bending
"Reiaarkfl
d r'ailin/; at Joint on plate
e Little bending noticed
t Sliglit bending, no aign
or failure
U AOO
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LEGEND
Plain butt
joints
Jklg ^ cgiued -nail
jotn+s
$.GF3- Glusd-nail
join+s "wl+hi cross-tie
Z 3 4-
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PLACEMENT OF
APPLIED LOADS IN
TESTING FI2AME
(Noi* To Seals)
R.a*f+ens
of
s+rips
and no
2)-Sd
Nails glue 4-
xl w^dqe
4--0
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4*-8d Nails
P/lfe X&'/2
S.e--8d NaUs
2~8d
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X
Sd NailsV \ ^ 3^ /4-
3~ 8d Nails
wi*i"h 3-Vii"
bol+3
—i/i bot+5Toenail<sd wi+h
3-8d nails
4--0
X-BRACED SECTION WITH CENTER TIE
Seal® —r—O"
Fig. U
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X)ISCI]BSI0N (Dlflousaion ot Results)
Oontrlbutiona Uade to th« Subject
The writer does not feel that too much progress has
beeii xnade in this research. A good deal of pioneering had
to be done in the early part of the work, getting the test
ing frame built, deciding on a test procedure, etc* It is
felt that somewhat of a design procedure has been outlined.
Sooae new features of com erib oonstruotion have been
brought out.
The writer has had opportimities to confer with build
ers in malcing grain storage designs.
Objectives Acccaoplished
At the beginning of this research a number of objec-
tlTes were outlined. It is hoped that at least to soae
degree these obJectiTes have been aoeooqplished.
An effort has been loade to show the loads and forces
on a corn crib. A proposed design is subioitted. Along
with this design a better use of luxnber is shown in stud
fastenings and bolted brace Joints. A large part of the
research was devoted to the study and prevention of fail
ures in corn eribs.
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Heed for Additional Hesearch
I&asmuob. ae the oom crib has not received its proper
attention, there ia need for research concerning this stor
age problem. More work needs to be done in ascertaining
ear corn pressure and small grain pressures in shallow bins
This work should be carried on for a period of time in or
der to determine the effect of the weather on pressures,
Uorn theoretical work in frame analysis would be desirable,
with a Tierr, perhaps, of developing a more rigid section*
The possibility of using more timber construction and tim
ber connectors should be investigated, iilso, in regard to
testing a complete section in the testing frame much could
be done to bring about refinoaents in resiats. The possi
bility of using a three^dimension model in the testing
frame should be investigated*
STM£&Rr
a® purpose of this work is to test the resistance
of corn erib otruottiral ai«iiib«rs to Xoads of Gor& and siaalX
grains and to laaks improTements in design as the results
may warrant.
The annual storage of corn and small grains on the
farm la a tremendous consideration and the waste and damage
resulting from Improper storage is likewise a great economio
waste.
Very little Information is available regarding the
direction, distribution and magnitude of the forces due to
com pressures and wind and dead loads on the com orib.
Less Is known about the possibility of calculating the re
sulting moments and reactions and using theaa as a basis fbr
desiga.
The width of oorn crib adapted to most parts of Iowa
was used in this research*
The Gothic roof com crib was studied. Three types
of roofs for corn cribs in order of their ranking possibil
ities are: Gothic, Gambrel and Gable.
The loads and forces on the com orib were calculated
shown la dlagraos*
Several tests were plaamed and conducted to reproduce
com crib and grain bin lateral loads*
-90-
Models of cojen crib sections used in these tests
were made cne-h^f as large in all linear dimensions as
the actual full-size com crib.
Tests were conducted in the testing frasie in th®
Agricultural Kngineering Section,
Weights were used to taics the place of com and ^rain
loads•
Loads were applied in pairs on the teat frames by
placing the s6uid bags sizaultaneously in the baskets on
either side of the testing frame,
A systt^ of pulleys and cable was used to attach the
weight baskets to the m^ibers for the tests.
Hinged and fixed end joints were produced in the
testing frame.
Kailed, bolted and braced sections were built and
tested*
Gothic sections with different types of bracing and
Joints were tested.
Hafters for the Gothic sections were mde cf bent
lasiinatl ona, glued and nailed tofi:ether« A cold—water casein
gltie was i^ed.
^oenailed butt joints were used in some of the tests.
A special type of glued, mil joint was tested.
Deflection sag^^s were used tc measure the deflection
of the Kiffi.ibers v/hen loads were being applied* Stress-
strain graphs were drawn from data taken during the tests.
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Results of the tests indicate that failures are due
to defects in the wood, pulling apart of joints and defects
In bracing.
The results of Investigation and experiments were in-
oorpoxrated in a proposed com orib design*
In this design, a laboratory model was used to work
out constrtustion detaUs and arrangefflaent of braces and
partitions.
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COHOLTJ5IOHS
!• Improveiaents in corn cri"b construction consist
of more efficient v«)Od fastenings, effective bracing,
proper arrangement of walla and partitions, and choice of
mranbers and materials.
2. VtTind preaaure, although secondaiy to pressures
due to stored joaterial, should also be considered in xnaicing
an analysis of a corn crib.
3. The maximum ridge height for a com erib is 30 feet.
Shattering of com is excessive above this height.
4. The toenailed stud joint behaves much as a support
does not have a resisting :aoment*
Gluing the stud Joint as well as placing a wedge
strip on the outside of the stud increases the fltr®agth crfT
the joint.
6. Structural wood connectors may be used in a crib
where there is area enough to set them and both members
joined together are more than one inch in thiclcness. I^e
cost is greater than for natla or bolts, however.
7. Failure in nailed joints was proceeded by caracking
and splitting beginning whore the nails were driven.
8. Tests showed that unsynsaetical bracing resulted in
uneven distort ion oi the test fraiae.
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9» The Xaxgest reaction in the Gabled sections falls
on the Bill Joint of the studding. Failures occur at
these points in actual cribs*
10. In the Gothic section the largest reaction takes
place at the plate Joint,
11. Bolted Joints in bracing sustained isore weight
in tests than nailed Joints.
12. The X-brace with the center tie and bolted Joints
took the largest load in all of the tests.
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